This paper proposes a method to create a robust acoustic model by directly fusing multiple neural networks that have dissimilar characteristics without any additional layers/nodes involving retraining procedures. The fused neural networks derive from a shared parent neural network and are referred to as cognate (child) neural networks in this paper. The neural networks are fused by interpolating weight and bias parameters associated with each neuron with a different fusion weight, assuming that cognate neural networks to be fused have the same topology. Therefore, no extra computational cost during decoding is required. The fusion weight is determined by considering a cosine similarity estimated from parameters connecting to the neuron and the fusion is performed for every neuron. Experiments were carried out using a test suite consisting of various acoustic conditions with a wide SNR range, speakers including foreign accented speakers, and speaking styles. From the experiments, the network created by fusing cognate neural networks showed consistent improvement on average compared with the commercialgrade domain-free network originating from the parent model. In addition, we demonstrate that the fusion considering input connections to the neuron achieves the highest accuracy in our experiments.
Introduction
Combining acoustic models with different characteristics to obtain synergistic effects from each model has been well researched in automatic speech recognition (ASR). An example of the combination of neural network based acoustic modeling for ASR includes joint training of multiple neural networks [1, 2, 3] , posterior-level combination [4, 5] , and hypothesis level combination [6, 7, 8, 9] . The joint training is a method to train a whole network connecting one middle layer in a neural network to a layer in another network. There are two ways of training a whole network: one is training the whole network from scratch, and the other is training each network and then combining the networks and retraining the combined network [10] . Joint training targeting several networks has also been investigated. The posterior-level combination, which is typically applied to an NN/HMM hybrid system, combines posterior probabilities (or logits) with a weighted interpolation obtained from multiple networks trained separately. The interpolation weight is often determined with a development dataset. On the other hand, an example of hypothesis level combination is a voting of output words from each ASR system to form a single word transition network, called ROVER combination [6, 11, 12] . The combinatorial usage of multiple networks described above is a promising way to seek the best performance for a whole system. However, these methods are more computationally expensive and need more resources than single-network systems during decoding time. In addition, approaches leveraging several neural networks that have complicated architecture need many trial-and-error experiments to converge the training for sufficient accuracies.
This paper proposes a method to incorporate synergistic effects from multiple neural networks into a single network by performing direct neuron-level fusion, which does not require any retraining procedures and extra computational cost during decoding. Our method targets an online ASR which requires low computational cost. The neural networks to be fused in our proposed method originate from a unique parent neural network. Because the acoustic property of the parent network is inherited by child networks to some extent, the child neural networks deriving from the same parent neural network are considered as cognate neural networks. We assume that fused neural networks have the same topology and neurons (weight and bias parameters) that exist in the same position are fused by the weighted interpolation. A fusion weight for each neuron is determined on the basis of a cosine similarity metric when connections to the neuron are regarded as a vector. Unless neurons from two cognate networks to be fused are excessively dissimilar, the fusion weight is automatically adjusted to make it large. If the characteristics of two neurons are dissimilar, smaller fusion weight is given to avoid irrelevant neurons being generated by the fusion. To the best of our knowledge, there has been little investigation in the literature into the direct fusion for weight and bias parameters of multiple neural networks without any retraining the network. Similar works to our method include a simple averaging of network parameters on intermediate models during SGD training [13, 14, 15] . However, neither the fusion of dissimilar networks nor the neuron-level fusion with different interpolation weight for each node has not been their focus.
If a neural network composed of a complicated architecture based on several neural networks is trained with a huge amount of training data (e.g. more than 10k hours), training takes a long time to complete because many trial-and-error and hyper parameter tunings are needed to elicit high performance. In some cases, even the convergence of the training itself is difficult. In contrast, the direct fusion of neural networks proposed in this paper not only improves an overall ASR performance by synergistic effects from multiple networks but also reduces the entire neural network development period because of its simpler process. Another advantage in our proposed method is that the fused neural network does not increase computational cost during decoding time because the architecture of the networks is not changed by the fusion at all. factor in our proposed method. Table 1 shows an example of cosine similarities between every layer in two neural networks when weight and bias parameters connecting to each neuron in the networks are regarded as a vector representing a property of the neuron. This vector is referred to as a neuron vector in this paper. To obtain the similarities shown in Table 1 , the neuron vector for each neuron is further concatenated to make a supervector for each layer to compute the layer-wise similarity. In each column for "Similarity" in Table 1 , two CNN-based neural networks that have the same topology were first trained with 10000-hour domain-free training data and 2000-hour domainspecific training data, respectively. The domain-free data consists of several public and private corpora covering wide varieties of speakers, speaking styles, and additive and convolutive noises for general-purpose ASR. In contrast, the domainspecific data was collected from a particular acoustic condition mainly focusing on noise robustness. An acoustic coverage greatly differs between domain-free and domain-specific data. See Section 4 for more details of the datasets and the network topology. Two neural networks related to each training dataset were further trained by using different initial parameters for the networks. The neural networks notated as "Init.=(random)" in Table 1 were trained by initializing weights and bias parameters with random values, and those notated as "Init.=(parent model)" were trained by initializing weights from the same parent neural network ( Fig. 1 ). In this paper, the child neural networks originating from the same parent network are referred to as cognate neural networks. As seen in Table 1 , cosine similarities of the neural network pair trained with random initialization are much smaller than those of the cognate neural networks, meaning that the neural networks trained with random initialization are entirely dissimilar. On the other hand, the cognate neural networks trained with the initialization from the same parent model are surprisingly similar, and only fully connected (FC) layers have relatively large differences. Because the basic role of each neuron/filter in the cognate networks is carried over from the parent model, the additional training process originating from the parent model does not change the role of a neuron level much even if the training dataset is different, although an acoustic characteristics that can be handled as an entire neural network changes.
Order of filters
Here we focus on convolutive filters represented in the first convolutional layer after the cross entropy training of the network is performed. Many filters in the first convolutional layer are trained to capture N -th order spectral patterns in the time and frequency plane such as delta features, which are important for phone classification [10] . Figure 2 illustrates examples of 9×9 filters after training the network. In the figure, red and blue represent positive and negative values, respectively. As illustrated in the figure, the filters are regarded as derivative filters along with the time axis, frequency axis, and both axes. These basic time and frequency derivative filters are formed every training time even if initial weights of the network, training data, network topology including context dependent states related to output layer, and so on are different. Nevertheless, the reason the cosine similarities from the random initialization are small is that the filters from scratch are formed in different positions every training time, that is, the order of filters in each layer varies. As neurons that have greatly different roles in the position are fused, radical characteristics of neurons from each network spoil and the ambiguity of physical meaning in forward-propagated signals via activation functions increases. This results in poor recognition accuracy. This paper defines the closeness of the role of the neuron with a cosine similarity metric and proposes a fusion method that emphasizes the importance of the base neuron by lowering the fusion weight for the neuron pair in which the role between neurons greatly differs. The next section describes the details of the neuron-wise fusion of the networks.
Neuron-wise fusion
In Section 2, we discussed the importance of generating cognate neural networks and fusing them to obtain the synergy. This section describes the proposed neuron-wise fusion method and how the cognate neural networks are fused with a different fusion weight.
Let CA and CB be fused cognate neural networks. As discussed, these networks should be trained by initializing weight and bias parameters from the same parent neural network. To strengthen the specialty of each cognate network, the cognate networks are trained with different training data, training procedures, etc. CA is considered as a base network to be improved whereas CB is regarded as a network to effectively expand acoustic characteristics of the base network CA here. A neuron-wise fusion with the cosine similarities is performed by the following equation 
The fusion weight γ lk ranges 0 < γ lk < α, where α is a parameter for controlling the maximum value of γ lk and β indicates the minimum value (cutoff parameter) considered in the cosine similarity D lk to determine the fusion weight. Instead of utilizing input connections, output connections from the neuron can be utilized as the neuron vector as
where V 
Experiments

Model Topology
All acoustic models used throughout this paper are CNNs of the same size. The CNN is trained with 40 dimensional log Mel-frequency spectra augmented with ∆ and ∆∆ as inputs with 16 kHz sampling frequency. Each frame of speech is also appended with a context of 11 frames after applying a speaker independent global mean and variance normalization. The CNN system uses 2 convolutional layers with 128 and 256 hidden nodes each in addition to 4 fully connected layers with 2048 nodes per layer to estimate posterior probabilities of 9300 context-dependent states as output targets. Before the output layer, the bottleneck layer with 512 nodes is also attached. All 128 nodes in the first feature extracting layer are attached with 9×9 filters that are 2 dimensionally convolved with the input log Mel-filterbank representations. The second feature extracting layer with 256 nodes has a similar set of 3×4 filters that processes the non-linear activations after max pooling from the preceding layer. The non-linear outputs from the second feature extracting layer are then passed onto the subsequent fully connected layers. All the layers use the ReLU non-linearity. 
Data and model builds
The training data for the parent CNN model used in the experiments consists of 3600 hours of audio data. One-third of this training corpora is clean audio from several public corpora such as Broadcast News, Mixer 6 [16] , and AMI corpus [17] . These corpora are further augmented with realistic environmental noises and impulse responses at various SNR range to total 3600 hours. Before the parent model is trained, this data was used to train the VGG model comprising 10 convolutional layers, with a max-pooling layer inserted after every 3 convolutional layers, followed by 4 fully connected layers [18] . Batch normalization is also applied to every fully connected layer in the VGG model. The VGG model has the same context dependent phones in the output layer as the parent CNN model. Then, the student CNN model was trained as the parent CNN model with a teacher-student training framework with the same 3600 hours of audio data after soft labels were generated from the VGG model [19] .
After the parent CNN model construction, two child networks were created from the parent network as cognate networks in the experiments. One child network CA was initialized by weight parameters from the parent network and trained with more than 10000 hours created by adding in-house farfield speech and foreign accented speech data to the 3600-hour dataset to enhance the robustness to the various acoustic conditions. This 10000-hour dataset is called a domain-free dataset because of its diversity of speakers, speaking styles, and acoustic conditions. In contrast, the other child network CB was trained with 2000 hours of domain-specific data that is a subset of the above datasets. The child network CB was initialized by the parent model, too. The training dataset for CB focuses more on the noise robustness.
We explore the effectiveness of the proposed method using several well-known English corpora including ASpIRE [20] and Broadcast News as large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) tasks, and Aurora 4 which is primarily used to evaluate noise robust algorithms [21] . In addition, foreign accented English speech consisting of Asian (2.1 hours) and Latin American accented speakers (2.4 hours) was also used. The utterances in the foreign accented speech data set are a mix of dig- its and letters in insolation, command phrases, and short dialogs seen in spoken language systems [22] . Baseline performance from two child networks is tabulated in Table 2 . The decoder uses a vocabulary comprising 250K words and the language model is a 4-gram LM with 200M n-grams. The child network CA was trained with an acoustically well-balanced dataset, so the model works robust on average for every test set. In contrast, the child network CB was constructed as noise-robust model, and it worked very well for BN-Dev04f and Aurora-4 tasks but had a large negative impact on accented data.
Results
The goal here is to improve the overall performance of the child network CA by mixing the particular classification ability of CB which is robust to noisy environments. A system combination is a popular approach to obtain a benefit from multiple networks, but the computational cost increases in proportion to the number of models. This is a critical problem in an online ASR system which requires low computation cost. Combining multiple networks with additional computational cost during decoding is not our target in this paper. In this section, three methods of neural network fusions are first compared. Table 3 shows the experimental results. In the table, "Flat fusion" means using the same fusion weight for all layers and "Layer-wise fusion" indicates using different fusion weights for each layer. For the flat fusion, 0.35 was used as the fusion weight that showed the best accuracy. The layer-wise fusion weight was estimated from one similar to the weight of the neuron-wise method, but layer-wise fusion uses supervector concatenating neuron vectors whereas the neuron-wise method does not. The neuron-wise fusion is the method described in Section 3. For the neuron-wise and layer-wise fusion, α and β were set to 0.3 and 0.7, respectively. From Table 3 , we can see consistent improvements in three sets (ASpIRE, BNDev04f, and Aurora-4) from all types of fusion methods. Because the child network CB works poorly for accented speakers, the flat fusion greatly degrades performance compared with the general-purpose child network CA although they are both robust to noisy conditions. In contrast, since layer-wise and neuron-wise fusions can control fusion weights on the basis of the cosine similarity between networks, a side-effect from the fusion was much reduced over the flat fusion technique, further improving the averaged WER compared with the domain-free network CA.
Next we consider neuron-wise fusions performed by the different neuron vectors. As mentioned in Section 3, there are several choices to create the neuron vectors. One neuron-wise fusion focuses on input-side connection, and the other considers output-side connections. An additional candidate to test here is to use both input and output connections. Table 4 compares performances using three types of neuron vectors. All cases effectively transferred acoustic knowledge from CB to the domainfree child network CA and outperformed the strong base child network CA by the fusion. Using the neuron vector composed of input connections achieved the best results in our experi- ments. In addition, we investigate how important the bias term is in the neuron vector. Table 5 compares the performance with and without the bias term for each neuron when the input-side connections are used as the neuron vectors. The results suggest that the bias term is useful when the performance gap between two cognate models is big, such as in accented data. Lastly, we tried to fuse one more child network focusing on foreign accented speakers, where the best model shown in Table 3 did not perform well, originating from the parent network. The additional child network CC was further fused after the fused network was first created from two child networks CA and CB. From Table 6 , we can see improved performance on accented data with 3.8% relative improvement over the base domain-free child network CA.
Conclusions
A neuron-wise fusion by adjusting interpolation weights on the basis of a cosine similarity metric significantly improves performance and reduces the side effect caused by a bad fusion. The fusion can be performed very well when the neural networks are trained by starting from the same parent model. We evaluated the neuron-wise fusion with four kinds of test sets consisting of various acoustic conditions, speakers including foreign accented speakers, and speaking styles. In this paper, experiments were conducted with the fusion between child networks, but the fusion between parent and child networks was considerable as well. In long-run service such as cloud-based ASR, it is general to periodically update an acoustic model, for example, by adding new training data. Our method would be well suitable for such scenario.
